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Minutes Of meeting changed from Monday 2
nd

 September to Monday 

30
th
 September at 5.00pm. 

 

In Attendance: Edwina Rahil – Practice Manager, Fred Dickinson, Chair, 

Ann Bickerstaffe, Keith Waring. 

 

Apologies – Dianne Rahil 

 

CQC 

 

ER explained that the CQC now govern the Practice and come to visit to 

make sure that we do what we say we do.  It was explained that the 

Practice has declared themselves compliant in all areas, and we are just 

now awaiting a date for a visit. 

ER distributed some paperwork to each member with a little information 

about the CQC and info on their website address so they could look in 

detail. 

 

Risk Stratification 

 

ER explained that the above was a new Enhanced Service that the 

Practice had signed up to take part in. It was explained that it allows the 

Practice to be able to try and prevent certain ‘at risk’ patients from being 

admitted to hospital.  This means that getting patient consent is extremely 

important. 

The patient group did not really feel that this DES was of much benefit. 

 

CCG 

 

Unfortunately last time the meeting was scheduled, it had to be cancelled 

at the last minute.  Mark Arnold from the CCG had come to talk about 

changes within the NHS and explain to the group about exactly what the 

CCG did.  We firstly rescheduled for a week later, and but only Mark and 

K W attended.  Mark explained to KW and ER why he came to the 

meeting – which was to explain about what the CCG did, and try to 



recruit members of their own PPG.  He left some membership forms for 

ER to give tot the rest of the PPG.  ER gave them out this evening.  He 

said he will attend the meetings whenever we like, as he lives very local 

to the Practice. 

Mark wasn’t asked to attend this meeting, as ER felt that it would be 

better if he attended the next meeting to talk a little more in detail about 

what the CCG does, and what the changes mean for patients, and we 

could dedicate more or less the while meeting to him. 

Mark will be invited to the next meeting. 

 

Updating the seasonal topic on the board 

 

The group decided that seasonal vaccines would be the next seasonal 

topic.  These vaccines were flu, pneumonia and shingles. 

 

Date of the next meeting was agreed as Monday 13
th

 January at 5.30pm. 

 

 


